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Abstract

Automatic identification system (AIS) data is a significant analysis and
decision-making basis for maritime situational awareness. Because of partic-
ular navigation environment and the vulnerability of AIS equipment onboard,
results in the phenomenon that numerous vessels share the same Maritime
Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) in the AIS data collected in ocean and inland
waterway. This kind of mixed trajectory information dramatically affects the
judgement of the maritime manager and supervisors. In this paper, the visual
analytics combined with the algorithm named Ordering Points to Identify
the Clustering Structure (OPTICS) is adopted to realize the separation of
vessels sharing same MMSI, which can help analysts to recognize the vessel
trajectory information and assess the risk of marine traffic correctly. Firstly,
this paper illustrates the application of OPTICS clustering method based
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on space-time distance in AIS trajectory separation. Secondly, the display
and interaction of trajectory information of Vessels sharing the same MMSI
in OpenStreetMap map were introduced. Then visual analysis method is
applied to optimize the parameters of the algorithm and display the trajectory
separation effect corresponding to different settings. In final, various practical
situations are discussed, and the empirical test shows that it is feasible in AIS
chaos trajectory separation.

Keywords: Automatic identification system, waterway transportation,
visual analysis, OPTICS clustering.

1 Introduction

AIS data is the primary data source of maritime supervision and traffic flow
analysis [1–3]. The accuracy and reliability of data sources will directly affect
the analysis results. However, the shortcomings of AIS equipment informa-
tion being easily modified and signal transmission being greatly disturbed by
the environment to cause the confusion of AIS original data, which exert a lot
of negative effects on maritime supervision and ship safety. Among them, the
most serious problem is that multiple ships share the same MMSI number.
When this issue occurs, as shown in Figure 1, the normal trajectory on the
screen is invisible in the mixed trajectory, which misleads the supervisor’s
assessment and decision-making on the safety situation of the marine vessel,
thus causing unnecessary collision risk [4, 5]. This issue has raised the
attention of many scholars. In 2007, Harati-Mokhtari et al. [6] analyzed the
reliability of AIS data, found the identity issue in AIS data, and summarized
the common numbers and causes of such phenomena. Cutlip [7] pointed out
that the ship MMSI problem existed in the fishing boat in the ocean may
provide cover for illegal fishing behavior, thus avoiding the supervision of

Figure 1 Different trajectory with same MMSI.
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relevant departments. However, they have not put forward effective methods
to solve such problems.

There are two main approaches to solving the identity problem. One is
to filter the abnormal data as an abnormal value by setting the threshold, and
the other is to separate these data as multiple trajectories. Most researchers
adopt mature data cleaning technology in the field of database research. Wei
et al. [8] studied the trajectory clustering method of AIS data. In the pre-
processing process, the author found that there existed the same MMSI but
different ship trajectory drift phenomena. In order to keep the data clean, the
author chose to delete the trajectory directly. Obviously, the simple method
of this kind of data will directly result in the loss and waste of data resources.
Gao et al. [9] suggest that different ship trajectories with the same MMSI
usually appear as z-beating, which is often mistaken as noise points in the
data. Therefore, in the pre-processing, these offset points are usually filtered
out by means of median or mean filtering, Kalman filtering, and example
filtering. However, this method only maintains the integrity of a specific
trajectory, rather than recovering multiple trajectories from it. Liu et al. [10]
used AIS filtering and interpolation methods to clean abnormal data, so as
to analyze the coverage of the Yangtze River inland AIS base station. Kraus
et al. [11] firstly divides the trajectory according to the time threshold and
performs anomaly data filtering on the chaos trajectory according to the speed
threshold. This method can only get one of the trajectories, which results
in the missing of other trajectory data. Either eliminating abnormal data or
filtering it to get one of the trajectories will result in the loss and waste
of AIS data resources, and there is no strict basis on how to determine a
suitable threshold for data filtering. Mazzarella et al. [12] found that MMSI,
like 0,1,123456789, was shared by many ships very common. Therefore, the
author separates the ship’s trajectory point by point according to the dynamic
information of the ship’s speed, time and angle. However, its data cleaning
efficiency needs to be improved. Kodiyan et al. [13] analyzed a variety of
data quality problems in movement data sets and proposed an algorithm
to detect and repair data ID anomalies. Zhao et al. [14] analyses the main
data quality problems existing in AIS, extracts the velocity difference and
time difference from the trajectory points as characteristics and proposes
a data cleaning framework based on separation, correlation and filtering
for separating different ship trajectories sharing the same MMSI. However,
in these methods, without considering the change of angle, the two close
trajectories in the same period cannot be separated completely based on the
difference of time and distance.
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The core of separating AIS data of ships with the same MMSI is
ship trajectory clustering. Zhu et al. [15] calculates and normalizes the
distance matrix by considering velocity, angle, time and distance firstly.
Then incremental DBSCAN method was applied to cluster the Inland Ship
trajectories and analyze the behavior patterns of bifurcation channel inflow
and upstream ferry. The disadvantage is that the selected trajectory sample is
limited, which includes only some sections or seasonal data, so the analysis
results can only represent the trajectory characteristics of a few ships. Zheng
et al. [16] employs DBSCAN algorithm to cluster and merge berthing trajec-
tory points under the framework of Hadoop. Compared with the commonly
used stop/move model, the accuracy of this algorithm is improved by 20%.
However, due to the limitation of ship type and data quantity of trajectory
data and the rationality of DBSCAN parameter selection, some berth points
cannot be identified. The trajectory clustering methods mentioned above are
based on DBSCAN algorithm, which is poor to extract clusters with varying
density. Yang et al. [17] uses TR-OPTICS algorithm to classify the trajectory
points, improves the traditional OPTICS clustering algorithm, reduces the
complexity of the algorithm and successfully realizes the taxi trajectory
clustering.

The purpose of this paper is to collect, classify and recycle the different
ships’ movement data with same MMSI as a recoverable data resource in the
processing of AIS abnormal data, and to discuss and analyze the occurrence
of major AIS issues in inland waterway traffic. Because the discovery and
pre-processing of identity issues is a cyclic process, it requires the com-
bination of model calculation and manual recognition. Visual analysis is a
method of using human-computer interaction to combine data visualization
technology with human visual cognition to obtain the wisdom behind the
data. This method has been successfully applied in many fields, especially
mobile data analysis and geographic information GIS systems [18–20]. The
abnormal data processing is an iterative and iterative process. It needs to inte-
grate automatic data processing technology and human subjective experience
and knowledge to make a comprehensive judgment.

At first, this paper introduces the different ships with the same MMSI
phenomenon and the causes of its occurrence. Secondly, the application
of the optics-based spatiotemporal clustering method in separating the AIS
chaos trajectory is illustrated. Then the overall analysis process and the
specific functions of each visualization model and their interaction means are
explained. Finally, the clustering algorithm and visual analysis method are
empirically tested based on real river traffic flow data and typical case analy-
sis. The results show that the combination of the spatiotemporal clustering
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method and the visual analysis method based on optics is feasible in the
analysis of AIS abnormal data. Our main contributions are in two aspects.
On one hand, a visual analytics method interacting with OPTICS algorithm
was presented to deal with the identity issue of AIS data. On the other hand,
the major situation of ship identity issues existing in inland waterway was
discussed and resolved by examples to evaluate the AIS data quality.

2 Optics Method

The optics clustering algorithm is an improvement on the well-known
DBSCAN algorithm and an extension of DBSCAN. The algorithm outputs
a cluster structure of results sorted by the reachable distance, which makes it
insensitive to the radius ε.

2.1 Definition

Based on the definition of DBSCAN, the OPTICS method introduces two
definitions needed by the algorithm: the core distance is the distance between
the core point and its MinPts point (Equation (1)).

In the aspect of the core point p, the reachable distance of o to p is defined
as the maximum value of the distance from o to p and the core distance of p
(Equation (2)):

core-distε,MinPts

=

{
UNDEFINED if |Nε(p)| < MinPts
MinPts-th smallest distance to Nε(p) otherwise

(1)

reachability-distε,MinPts(o, p)

=

{
UNDEFINED if |Nε(p)| < MinPts
max(core-distε,MinPts(p),dist(p, o)) otherwise

(2)

2.2 Procedures

The procedures of the algorithm are shown as follow:

X: The points to be clustered.
Q: cluster structure is sorted by reachable distance and the point with the
smallest reachable distance is at the head of the team.
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O: Result queue, the ordered queue as final output.
Input: sample set X, neighborhood parameters (ε, MinPts), the basic flow is:
(1) Initialize the core object set Ω = ∅
(2) Traverse the elements of X, if it is a core object, add it to the core object
set Ω
(3) If the elements in the core object set Ω have been processed, the algorithm
ends, otherwise go to step 4.
(4) In the core object set Ω, an unprocessed core object o is randomly select.
Firstly, o marked as processed, and push it into the ordered list p, finally, the
points that are unprocessed in the ε-neighborhood of o are sequentially stored
in the seeds set due to the reachable distance which is calculated according to
timestamp, longitude, latitude and course.
(5) If the seed collection seeds = ∅, jump to step 3, otherwise, the closest
seed point is picked from the seed collection seeds, mark it as visited and the
seed as processed. Then the seed is pushed in the ordered list p and determines
whether the seed is the core object. If yes, the unprocessed neighbor points are
added to the seed collection and recalculate the reachable distance. Finally,
the reachable distance is calculated with respect to the seed point and jumps
to step 5.

After the ordered result queue is obtained by the above algorithm, the
peaks and bottoms in the ordered queue are observed from cluster structure
graph. In addition, the trajectories are clustered in the next step.

3 Design and Interaction of Visualization System

3.1 Analysis Framework

In the framework of collaborative visual analysis of abnormal data, as shown
in Figure 2, users first exchange and filter the trajectory points of different
regions in the map to explore the data of interest, and then cluster the
data into OSM maps. Then, the results of cluster structure are drawn and
the appropriate threshold is judged manually to separate mixed trajectories.
Finally, different trajectories are tagged and stored in the database.

3.2 Analysis Interface

The interface of the system consists of four parts, including parameter wid-
get for optimizing parameter by visualization shown in the map, timeline
visualization for displaying the detail information of sub-trajectory, clus-
ter structure for determining parameter threshold and OSM, as shown in
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Figure 2 Analysis workflow.

Figure 3 Analysis interface.

Figure 3. The OSM is an open platform that provides the basic map editing
component and supports common trajectory point display operations. Addi-
tionally, users are free to draw points, lines and other data based on their data
content.

3.3 Analysis Interface

3.3.1 Map interaction
Apart from the basic operations such as zooming in, zooming out, and
panning, the tool of OSM map includes lasso selection, box selection, and
box enlargement. The lasso selection can be more convenient to filter the
trajectory with any shape. As shown in Figure 4, Especially when multiple
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Figure 4 Selection on Map.

Figure 5 Cluster structure.

trajectories gather densely, it is flexible to use lasso selection to choose
interesting tracks or points.

3.3.2 OPTICS parameter interaction
As mention in the above chapters, the optics algorithm calculates a cluster
structure sorted by reachable distance. As shown in Figure 5, a curve graph
is draw which regards firstly sorted reachable distances as the horizontal
axis, and the distance value as the vertical axis. By observing the peaks and
bottoms in the graph, the slider is adjusted to modify the optics parame-
ter thresholds, in which epsilon denotes the distance value in vertical axis
and min example refers to the minimum samples should be contained in
one cluster. Then the cluster of different trajectory points is illustrated in
OSM. Finally, the separation of different trajectories is realizing according to
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Figure 6 Sub-Trajectory information.

observation of the different visualization shown in map caused by algorithm
optimization.

3.3.3 Sub-trajectory display and interaction
In the visualization of ship trajectory, the temporal correlation between trajec-
tories is also an important clue to analyze ship behavior. The timeline model
is used to display and interact with the separated trajectories. The time of the
trajectory is displayed, and the time elapsed, so as to discover the correlation
of the time series between the trajectories. When users interested in a sub-
track in the map, they can select the prompt tool to hover mouse over the
corresponding color and MMSI track bar to display the specific information
of the track. As shown in Figure 6, the start and end time of the sub-track are
shown as a text label.

4 Case Study

The data in this paper is selected from the AIS base station of the Yangtze
River Maritime Bureau in the AIS database. The main research areas are
Nanjing, Wuhan and other inland river bridge areas. The main research
objects are different ships with MMSI 413000000, 123456789. Among them,
AIS data mainly contains the dynamic information, including the latitude and
longitude, timestamp, speed and angle of the ship’s position and the static
information, including the ship’s MMSI, the ship’s name and the number of
the receiving base station.
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After the cluster structure is obtained from the above data by adopting the
OPTICS algorithm, the peaks and bottoms can be figured out clearly. Through
the slider widget, clusters of different density can be obtained by selecting
an appropriate threshold, so as to achieve the purpose of separating the
mixed trajectory. In below, different situations will be discussed by dividing
trajectory points into two categories: dynamic and static trajectory points.

4.1 Separation Between Dynamic Trajectory Points

4.1.1 Trajectory with similar direction
The similar direction trajectory refers to the trajectory of the vessels move
in the same direction. When such trajectories share the same MMSI, they
usually appear as a zigzag trajectory, as shown in Figure 7, which leads to
visual disturbance to the analyst.

According to the peak and bottom in cluster structure shown in the lower-
left corner, it can be observed that a prominent peak divides all trajectory
points into two categories. When epsilon chooses between 110 and 460, the
trajectory points belonged to two ships can be separated shown in Figure 8.

It can be figured out from the timeline model (Figure 9) that there is an
overlap between the two separated tracks in the time axis, so sharing the same
MMSI will present a zigzag shape.

When the two tracks are close in time and space, even cross together, as
shown in Figure 10.

It is still useful even in the case of Cross Trajectory. From the clus-
ter structure, it can be observed that there are two clusters exist in the
graph. When epsilon is chosen to be 200, the mixed trajectories are entirely
separated to form two overlapping tracks shown in Figure 11.

Figure 7 Mixed Trajectory with similar direction.
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Figure 8 Trajectory after separation.

Figure 9 Sub-trajectory information display.

Figure 10 Cross trajectory.

4.1.2 Trajectory with opposite direction
The opposite trajectories are also a common situation in chaos trajectory.
Since in this type of chaos trajectory, the ships are constantly approaching
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Figure 11 Trajectory after separation.

Figure 12 Mixed trajectory with opposite direction.

and then successively moving away. Thus an x-shaped trajectory is produced
as shown in Figure 12.

The separation method is the same as above. Firstly, by observing the
graph of clustering structure, the threshold of reachable distance is found.
Then the parameter epsilon is selected as 150. The separation effect of the
two trajectories corresponding to the parameter is shown in Figure 13.

4.2 Separation Between Static Trajectory Points

There are many wharves in the inland waterway built for passengers and
cargo ships. When the ship is staying at the wharf, a large amount of AIS data
will still be generated due to the continued power supply. When two ships
with the same MMSI appear, they will also cause a mixed trajectory shown
in Figure 14. In order to separate such trajectory, the static trajectory points
need to be extracted by a filter with a speed of 0 at the first. Then multiple
complete ship trajectories are selected as the primary research objects.
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Figure 13 Trajectory after separation.

 
Figure 14 Mixed trajectory with static points.

Figure 15 Trajectory after separation.

According to the above cluster structure, the stay points can be divided
into three classes when epsilon between 380 and 600. The separation effect
is shown as Figure 15 when epsilon is 400. The results show that it is feasible
in the separation of different stay points with same MMSI.
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4.3 Separation Between Static and Dynamic Trajectory Points

By the above methods, the clustering and separation between static and
dynamic trajectory points were respectively realized. Since the motion tra-
jectories and the stationary trajectories usually exist in the inland waters at
the same time, a fan-shaped trajectory is formed as shown in Figure 16 when
the two situations occur simultaneously and the ships’ MMSI is identical.

It is evident that there is a peak in the cluster structure, so it can be
judged that when the parameter is between 100 and 600, the track points
can be divided into two categories, as shown in Figure 17. The corresponding
trajectory is divided into a stationary trajectory and a motion trajectory when
the parameter is selected as 370.

Figure 16 Trajectory mixed with dynamic and static points.

Figure 17 Trajectory after separation.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In order to solve the problems existing in data filtering methods commonly
applied in data pre-processing of different ships shared one MMSI in the
inland waterway and ocean, this paper proposes a visual analysis method
based on OSM map and OPTICS clustering for mixed trajectory separation.
In the case study of the Wuhan section of the Yangtze River, the separation of
the mixed trajectories under different situations is realized by discussing and
analyzing the different situations between the static points and the moving
points. The experimental results show that the visual analysis is effective in
trajectories with identity issues. In the current study, when dealing with chaos
trajectory, a single fixed threshold cannot be fully applied, and sometimes
there is a case of excessive separation which is required further aggregation
operations. In the future work, more visualization models will be added to
display the separated trajectory data in a diversified way.
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